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LOGLINE: The Greens’ plan was to arrange his accidental death so she could collect an insurance 
payout.  Then the explosions started. 

 
LEAVING NEVADA 
Dark Comedy - SYNOPSIS  

 

Life’s in the dumpster for JANICE GREEN and her HYMAN.  Janice’s 

gambling and Hyman’s dead business partner Jimmy have wiped out 

their money and their Cadillac dealership.  Their tweaker daughter 

lives with a meth cook and hates them.  They hate each other.  And 

their neo-Nazi son hates them all because they’re Jews (as he is). 

 

By the time their son jumps bail and forfeits their home, a biker/ 

skinhead brawl in court is par for the course: everything’s awful.  

At Jimmy’s gay-disco-party funeral, where a leather-vs.-drag-queen 

melee breaks out and Hyman attacks Jimmy’s corpse, the Greens learn 

that all they have left is a battered ’74 Caddy (on loan to their 

daughter) and a paid-up life-insurance policy about to expire. 

 

Janice has felony warrants out on her for unpaid casino markers.  

Hyman’s first try at an “accidental” death flops.  So they take the 

Caddy and split Reno for Lake Havasu City, planning to get Hyman 

killed, collect on the insurance and salvage a life for Janice. 

 

But getting rid of Hyman isn’t so easy.  In Havasu he picks a fight 

with the Mexican Mafia; the gangsters’ car explodes and kills them 

instead.  The Greens join a spring-break bash to get Hyman drunk 

and drown him, and that ends with a frat free-for-all in the river.   

 

Finding a pound of meth and $20,000 in the Caddy gives them some 

options; the two wind up at a tribal hotel/casino.  After Janice 

fails at suicide-by-shellfish, Hyman leaves her a note and walks 

off into the desert with the bag of boo-yah to seek his death.  A 

minefield at a survivalist compound doesn’t kill him (though the 

rednecks and the compound all blow up).  A crazed tweaker in town 

with a machine gun somehow misses him too (and blows herself up). 
 

Meanwhile Janice takes the cash straight to a Blackjack table dealt 

by kindly, quasi-mystical tribal elder SWIMMING BEAR.  Bear gets 

Janice ripped on vodka, offers her advice on life and marriage, 

loses $4 million to her, and rattles-off obscene insults whenever 

the pit boss tries changing the table limits to stop his losing. 

 

Tribal cop RAYFORD MUNOZ helps Hyman after various explosions, be-

friends him, and offers him a job.  Back at the hotel Hyman readies 

one last plan to get killed, but Janice’s drunken arrival foils it.  

The two fall four stories into the river.  Bear fishes them out, 

and in his boat they make up and motor off into the moonlight. 


